ASSEMBLY REQUIRED
Assembly Instructions

Step One
Consult worksheet (W). Match pairs of pictures (P) to form words. For example, a picture of a safety pin and a picture of
a pillow might be combined to form PINCUSHION.
Write these words into the slots at the bottom of the worksheet.
Each image will be used only once. When all 12 images have been paired up and written in at the bottom of the page,
proceed to Step Two.
Step Two
Consult the octagonal disc (D). The blanks in the corners have a letter and number reference. Copy the letters from the
words at the bottom of the worksheet (W); for example, if a blank is labeled "C5", you will write in the 5th letter from
Word "C".
When this process is complete, four new words will be revealed.
Detach the disc (D) from the worksheet (W).
Step Three
Attach the octagonal discs (D) to the base cube (B) by tucking the edges of the discs under the tabs (T). Ensure that the
four words in the corners of the disc are pointing towards the corners of the base cube (B).
When correctly placed, the three corners of the octagonal discs (D) that surround each corner of the cube will have a
common element. That element can be placed before or after each corner-word to create a new word.
For example, if the words surrounding a corner are MAN, HORSE, and FILINGS, the common element might be IRON (iron
MAN, iron HORSE, iron FILINGS).
If the words surrounding the corner are FLAT, LEAD, and TENDER, the common element might be FOOT (FLATfoot, LEAD
foot, TENDERfoot).
The keyword can precede all three words, or it can follow all three words, but only one style will be used for a given set.
When you have identified the missing keyword, detach a triangular corner (C) and write the word on that triangle.
Replace the corners on the base cube by inserting the tabs into the slots.
Step Four
All of the keywords written on the corners (C) have a missing element that can precede or follow those keywords. Find
that word to complete the puzzle.

